Sentence Building

**Description:** This course is intended to help students develop written communication skills by practicing writing clear sentences. The course covers introduction to types of sentence structures, e.g. simple, compound, and complex sentences, in developing coherent paragraphs; typical language features of sentences found in various paragraphs, such as descriptive, narrative, expository, and argumentative texts; and mechanics of writing. Students are to complete various writing assignments and acquire the necessary skills for Paragraph Writing.

**Materials:**

1. Types of Sentence Structures
   a. Simple Sentences
   b. Compound Sentences
   c. Complex Sentences
   d. Compound-Complex Sentences
2. Typical language features of sentences, frequent vocabulary, phrases or chunks and tenses typically found in:
   a. Descriptive Text
   b. Narrative Text
   c. Expository Text
   d. Argumentative Text
3. Mechanics of Writing
   a. Spelling
   b. Punctuation
   c. Capitalization